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Sexual harassment policy protects everyone . 
by Julie· Hellkamp 
staff reporter 
In order to raise sexual harassment 
consciousness, the Sexual Harassment 
Committee has revised Xavier's policy. 
In a letter addressed to the entire 
Xavier community, Rev. Albert DiUlio, 
S.J., university president, wrote, "The 
entire collegiate community suffers when 
sexual harassment is allowed to pervade 
. the academic atmosphere . . . Xavier has 
the obligation, for moral as well as legal 
reasons, to develop policies, procedures, 
and programs that protect students and 
employees from sexual harassment and 
to establish an environment in which 
such unacceptable behavior will not be 
tolerated:' 
The policy describes sexual harass-
ment as "unwelcomed sexual advances, 
requests for sexual favors, and verbal or 
physical conduct of a sexual nature:' 
The policy, which was approved in 
April, states the advance can be either 
implicit or explicit. 
The new policy provides any member 
of the university community who makes 
a complaint of sexual- harassment with 
two procedural options, formal and 
informal. 
Problems which occurred with policy 
loopholes and implementation precipi-
Just desserts 
tated the revision. The new policy 
stresses the . use of the informal problem-
solving procedure which encourages 
those who· have complaints to come for-
ward and have the problem dealt· with 
in a less formal manner through discus-
sion and/ or mediation with Merelyn 
Bates-Mims, Xavier's affirmative action 
officer. This procedure provides those 
who feel ashamed or are fearful about 
appearing in front of a formal commit-
tee with another option other than com-
plete silence and toleration. 
Revising the policy was just one step 
in heightening student; faculty and staff 
awareness of this issue. According to 
Bates-Mims, there will be a sexual har-
assment program on Nov. 12 and 13 to 
inform people about the new policy. In 
addition, a moderator and consultant 
will be present to discuss questions from 
the audience. · 
Other programs include a lecture to 
be held in one of the residence halls. 
Jeanne Hamilton, president of the Stu-
dent Government Association, believes 
this lecture will benefit students' needs. 
"Most students do not even realize 
when it [sexual harassment) occurs and 
what to do if they feel threatened;' she 
said. 
A complete copy of the new policy is 
available from residence hall personnel 
or the Student Development office. 
Poll results 
reflect lack of 
student voting 
by Jackie Nash 
News editor 
Recent U.S. Census Bureau informa-
tion suggests fewer than half of all col-
.;,, ; )eg~age ~tudents take advantage of their. 
First~round contestants in the Pk-eating: Contest; Oc{ 22, demonstrate the fine art of blueJ?erry pie eating. 
The gods.must be crazy! 
Greek competition makes cents 
by Jan Kuhn 
staff reporter · 
Do you think you are a god or god-
dess? If so, you will have your chance 
to prove it during Theta Phi Alpha's 
first annual search for a Greek God/ 
Goddess . Benefit Competition, ·Nov: 2-6. 
The competition is not just tor stu-
dents, but open to the whole Xavier 
community .. People will carry around 
buckets and solicit change. The male 
· and female with the most· points will be 
crowned Greek god/gOddess. 
Points·. are earned by receiving as 
many. pennies as possible. However, sil-
ver· coins· count as· negative points and 
are subtracted from the candidates' 
penny total. Registration will be Nov;. 2 · 
on the Mall for those interested in par-
ticipating. The winners will be crowned 
Work"'.study. pays off page 2 
at the Toga Party on Nov. 6, 9 p.m.-1 National Theta Phi Alpha was begun 
a.m. at the Armory. · in 1912: Initially, it was organized for 
Joy Garand, president of Alpha Omi- collegiate Catholic women who were de-
cron, Xavier's chapter of the national nied meinbership in other sororities be-
. Theta. Phi Alpha, . was pleaSed the Stu- cause of their religious affiliations. 
dent ActivitieS. CoW1cil (SAC) was will- Membership in the sorority is now open 
ing to co-sponsor the Toga Party. She to women of all religions who share an 
said, "The sorority is extremely excited interest in philanthropy, sisterhood, aca-
about being ·.able to co-sponsor. this . . denUc achievement. and fun. 
Toga Party With SAC. It is a terrific OJ>'. The chapter is now voltinteering at 
portunity for the whole campus. to be- · Bethany HOuse, · a shelter for homeless 
c~jamiliar ~th the girls in our so- women and their children, and arrang-
rority. ·and. our cic:tivities:' ' · · ing public programs addressing issues 
The. Toga Party/Greek competition is· such. as spousal and adolescent abuse. 
primalily a,search for the most attrac- Garand say5 it;is through the group 
. tive. inale and female students. Secondly, effort that the work becomes play and 
it is a fund-raiser .with the proceeds fund raising beComes fun. However, · · · 
benefiting AppalaChian. projects and .· scholarship comes ·before . the ·sorority. · 
. Glenmary Missions, a philanthropic or- ''Planning social events for a good cause 
ganization nationally supported by ·:i!~da.ys provides a good time," Garand . 
Theta Phi Alpha.' . . . • . ..... 
SAC November calen~~ .P.~~- 6:-~ ..... _Chal~eng~,yoµr.~pint. P!l~.~ .. 
· · · · voting rights. · 
· According to the 1987 Statistical Ab-
stract of the U.S., approximately 27.9 
million colleg~age students (18-24 years 
old) were eligible to. vote in the 1984 · 
presidential election. 
. However,· ot this population, only 
50.1 percent reported ·they actually reg-
istered to vote in 1984. 
Political scientists offer many reasons 
to explain why the average college stu-
dent may not register to vote. 
Dr. Neil R. Heighberger, chair of the 
political science department, said college . 
students are generally low turn-out 
groups at the polls because the popula-
tion is so small and most students are 
away from home. 
However, Heighberger said being 
away from home should not be a deter-
rence to voting. 
"Students can either vote absentee or 
register in the community [of the col-
lege];' he said. 
· · Heighber8er said the process of regis-
tering absentee is fairly simple. If stu-
dents want to vote absentee, they must 
fill out an application· in their home-
towns Board of Elections office. The 
deadline for filling out an application is 
30 days before the election. After this is 
done, the student is mailed a ballofthat 
must be returned before the ·polls close. 
Students who want an alternative, to 
absentee· \roting can actually go to .. ~··· 
Board of· Elections office and '.vote· early. 
Heighberger suggests students contact 
the office before ·going in to make sure 
the ballots are printed. · 
In an effort to register more voters 
.next year, freshman Stephen Camey,. 
chairman of the College Republicans at 
.Xavier,. said he hopes the various. politi-
cal parties and groups on campus can 
hold · a voter• registration drive. 
Editors note: Polls in Ohio will. be 
open Tuesday, Nov. -3, 6:30 a.m.-7:30 
·p;m. 
. Bc;>wling's a blast page 10 
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Malltalk a column devoted to. student and staff opinion 
. . . . - . ,· ,,, 
What do. you think about the current··situation in the stock market? 
Compiled by Cherie Hensel 
and Sabra Hayes 
"I'm not worried yet, be-
cause it doesn't resemble the 
'20s Crash inasmuch the 
stocks are completely paid 
for:' 
-Melissa Eten 
sophomore, philosophy 
'1'm kind of worried. I have 
a fair amount of money in 
stock. It couJd potentially be 
more dangerous than people 
think:' 
-Cynthia Alby 
junior, HAD/philosophy 
We Have Changed 
Our Phone Numbers!! 
Catering , . . . . . . . . 745-3718 Deb Ross 
Director ........ 745-3670 Paul Kerns 
Main Number . ;. . . 745-3717 
. . ! 
ThaU you for 
your patience 
during this change .. 
Xavier Dining Services 
Market Research 
Interviewers 
Part-Time 
The Drackett Company 
2 evenings per week - 6:00-10:30 p.m. 
1 shift each weekend~ ·9:30 ·a:m:~3:30 p.m. 
. or 3:30- 9:30 p.m. 
Approximately 10-16 hours per week 
. No selling involved 
Convenient location, close to XU campus 
Free Parking · 
. , ,Excellent salary 
· If ·you're looking for a part-time employment · 
opportunity, why not consider Drackett, ·the 
manufacturer o such leading products as WINDEX, 
DRANO and VANiSH. Several part-time pc>sitions are 
currently available for individuals to conduct 
consumer telephone surveys across the ·U~s. For 
immediate consideration, ··plea~ call: 
Personnel SSJ8cialist · 
The Dr~ckett. Company · . 
5020 Spring Grove Avenue. 
· Cincinnati, OH 45232 
632-1302 . 
An . Equal Opportunity Employer 
· . M/F/HN 
'1t doesn't concern me. I 
don't participate in stocks. I 
was thinking about it, but 
I'm glad I didn't do it now:' 
-Jim Hensel 
freshman, mortuary science 
"I'm not real worried 
about it, because the market 
went up so high in August:' 
-Julie Haverkos 
graduate student, education 
"I don't think the economy 
is going bad. People are just 
scared:' 
-Laura Egbertson 
freshman, business 
AT&T reaches out across campus 
by Mary Kay Anneken 
staff reporter 
During Christmas break as 
many students go home for the . 
holidays, a great change will 
t~rplace at Xav.ier. The new, 
AT&T Voice and Data System 
will replace the system which is 
currently being used. 
The $1.4 million fiber optic 
system will increase by 2,500 
times the speed at which. data 
can be transmitted, increase 
· voice communications capacity 
by 25 pertP.nt, and virtually 
eliminate the need· for campus 
mail and couriers. 
The system· will ·also· allow 
for some access to computer· in-
formation stored in the main 
buildings on campus. 
Th~ new phone system w.ill 
replace all the rotary phones in 
the residence halls and offices 
with touch tone dialing, accord-
ing to Richard Hirte, vice presi-
dent of Finance Administration. 
This change. will allow for 
certain phone services such as 
call waiting, call forwarding 
and three-way calling even in 
the residence halls. 
Another added dimension of 
the system will be the improve-
ment of video· transmission so 
that a lecture anywhere on 
campus can . be seen in any ~ 
building. 
Funding for the phone system 
~ill not require any additional 
appropriation of funds. The 
money which the university 
now spends on leasing phones 
for the campus will be applied 
toward the cost of the new 
computer system. 
Bearing the financial burden 
by Charlie Sweeny 
staff reporter · 
Affording a college education 
is not an easy task. The major-
ity of college students need to 
hold down a . part-time job so 
they can afford to stay in 
school. With the help of. Xav-
. ier's Financial. Aid Office, some 
students are findir\g financial 
i>ressiJres··m.ore bearable, 
through work-study and on-
campus employment. 
Work-study and on-campus 
employment are set up to pro-
vide jobs for. students most in 
need of financial aid. The 
work-study program is ~ded . 
by the federal government, 
while other on-campus employ-
ment is funded by the univer-
sity. ¥cording to James Kelly, . 
director of Fmancial Aid, ap-
proximately $675,000 a year is 
set aside. for student employ.:. 
ment. Of that amolint, approxi-
mately .$250,000 isJederally 
funded. There are about 600 . 
stude~ts employed on campus. 
To be eligible to work on 
campus,. students must first 
complete a standard Financial · 
Aid furm,. &Om which the fi-
nancial . strength of the family 
and student are determined, · 
· - · . .· Michael Rees photo 
Working hard ~r hardly working? Chris .Fe~on (left) and junior 
Greg Daugherty (right) earn money by t.Vorking at the. lnfonnation 
Desk in the University Center. . · 
eligible, students ~ given a job 
assignment information sheet to 
complete which askS for skills · 
as well as job preference. 
When revieMng ·job informa-
tion . sheets, Kelly and Sisson - · 
try to.: place students where_ they 
will function at their. best 
Some jobs are related to student 
·. majors, but this is not a nile. 
...•.. _ ..... _ .. _ . .. . . . . . - ....... ··-···-·- · ·- ............. ·· .......... ···· ··•· ...... ·.-.. -said I<elly.·Onc!& deterntifled; as 
Kelly and Christine Sisson, · 
student employment coordina-
tor, are re5ponsible for sending 
eligible students to various de-
partments ·where ·the student· is 
then interviewed. Kelly said 
about 90 percent oHhe stu-
dents he and Sisson send tO a 
certain department· are hired. 
Approximately 100 . departments 
on. campus~use·st\ldenf \voiieers. 
The majority of on-campus _ 
employee& are paid the national 
minimum wage of. $3.35. per · . 
hour. HoWever,. some.· students 
are' paid more than miniUium 
wage. because their jobs requue 
extra skill or_ added, resoonsi- , 
bil.ty" . ' , ... · .. ; "' ' f: !- . J. • .... I • : ...... ,. ·.. ... .. ' ........ I .• • ··:·, 
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Staff profiles: 
From residence halls 
to classrooms 
by Jackie Nash 
News editor 
· This'feature continU£s The 
Xavier Newswire's introduction 
of new administrators,. faculty 
and .staff on campus this year. 
pnkk photo 
Dr. Trudelle H. Thomas, new as-
sistant English professor 
~==~photo Dr. Trudelle H. Thomas 
Lori Lqmbert, ·new Husman Hall 
.director 
Lori Lambert 
Lori Lambert is the new· Hus-
man Hall. director. As director, 
Lambert is responsible for su-
pervising Husman's staff and 
helping the students with resi-
dential problems. 
Lambert is originally from 
Stratham, N.H., and has been 
in Cincinnati since August. She 
· received her bachelor's degree in 
psychology from• Keene State in 
New,. Hampshire and· her. mas-
ter's m psychology from Shil>'." 
penberg, Pa. While she was a 
graduate student at Shippen-
berg, she was a hall director for 
two years. 
Dr. Trudelle H. Thomas is an 
assistant English professor. She 
is teaching a . variety of writing 
courses and a women's literature 
·section. 
Thomas is a 1979 Xavier al-
umna .. She received her master's 
in English and library sciences . 
from 'Kent State and her docto-
rate in English from the Univer-· 
sity of Cincinnati. 
Previously, Thomas taught at 
UC for six years, and while she 
said she enjoyed teaching there, 
teaching at Xavier has a ·special . 
appeal .. · : 
"It feels very nice (to be here 
at Xavier) working as a col- · 
league with teachers I admire 
and respect;' she said. · 
The Xavier Newswire ~Paga 3 
"[ 1 b l' . Sabra Hayn photo 
cant .e uro~ I ate the whole thing!" Matt Spagnoli, left, and Mack Greder, right, stuff themselves 
atf thehe Pre-eating Contest. Greder won first prize, a $20 bookstore certificate in the third round 
o t ron~t ' 
Families gather together 
by Dianne Stewart 
staff reporter 
Jack Jennewein attends Xavier 
for one weekend a year. For the 
past five years, he's been a reg-
ular visitor at Xavier's Family 
Day Weekend. 
More than 500 parents and 
attended Family Day Weekend 
on Oct. 24 and 25. Sponsored 
.·by the Parent's Club· at Xavier 
for 30 years, Family'Day Week-
end ·acquaints· parents and · 
friends of students with both 
Xavier University and the Cin-
cinnati area. · 
· Some of this year's events. in-
.. duded a casino night with buf-
. · fet, games and music by Steve 
University and Cincinnati; a 
guided tour of Cincinnati and 
activities designed to provide 
both information and entertain-
ment for the guests. 
When Jennewein attended the 
weekend for the first time four 
years ago, he said the weekend 
gave him an opportunity to 
meet new people. 
"I wanted to meet the par-
ents of my. son's contemporar-
ies;' he said. . · 
Even though JenneWein lives 
ten minutes from Xavier and 
his son graduated last year, he 
continues to come back to the 
weekend tradition. 
of the Parent's Oub. Huber said 
she thinks one of the main at-
tractions is the bus tour of Cin-
cinnati. "Parents would like to 
get a better idea of the area 
where their son or daughter is 
going to .school;' she said. 
In her experience as a hall 
director, . Lambert said she 
thinks _students in general are 
very similar. ·However, Lambert 
notes that Xavier students teJtd 
to study more, work more, and 
have a keener social conscious-
ness of things outside the 
· ··Schmidt's Jazz Group; a lunch-
. eon in the Musketeer Inn fea-
turing a slide show of Xavier 
However, the typical person 
who attends the weekend is 
from out-of-town, according to 
Helen Huber, secretary to Rev. 
John P. Heim, S. J., chairperson 
GET YOUR FAVORITE 
DC COMICS AT: 
~l'l#•fh•~ 
.. university. 
Slbrll Ha)'ll photo 
Dr. Timothy· Quinn, new philos-
ophy instrUctor · · · 
Dr. Timothy Quinn 
Dr. Timothy Quinn is a me-
taphysics instructor. He: also . 
teaches. a section of history of 
medieval philos<>phy. · 
Quinn, who is originally 
from Cleveland, Ohio, received 
his. bachelor's,. master's and doc-
torate degrees in philosophy 
from Catholic· University in 
Washington, D.C. 
Quinn said· studying .philoso-
phy gives students a type of 
precision in the training of the 
mind. 
''The mental discipline you 
receive in studying philosophy 
is necessary for everything you 
do 'iidife;' he· said. .-~'.; ~::d 
· Keith Moreland, new accounting 
instructor 
Keith Moreland 
Keith Moreland. is an instruc-
tor in the accounting· depart-
ment teaching cost accounting 
and -principles of accounting. · 
Moreland. previously wqrked 
as a certified pul;>lic accountant 
(CPA) at a firm in Grand 
Blank, Mich., which is his 
hometown. 
He received his bacheior's de-
gree . in accounting arid . business 
from the University of Michi-
gan; and his master's in busi-
ness administration from the · 
University of Cincinnati .. He is 
now wor~_on his doctorate 
in accounting yat UC. 
Moreland said he finds a big 
difference in his morning and 
evening classes. He said his 
morning students tend to ·be 
more enthusiastic than some· of 
his evening students, whQ are 
older and .may already have 
some accou'nting experience 
.,~.NJ~. ~qf~;·~~,J~e.!J:rJP.~i;_, . !',) 
" 
SENIORS 
Begin. your career search OON. LLl'1dy Associates com- · 
put.erized placement service. Very easy t.o use and only 
$10. For more inforrnatiOn cont.act the Xavier Place-
ment Office or caH 871-061 a. . 
.· 
. . . 
2033 Madison Rd.· 
Cincinnati, OH 45208 . (513) 321-4208 a Tues.-Frl. Noon-6pm ~ .. Sat. 11arri-4pm 
..... 
. . 
.... 
..... 
,• •_. ·' . • I 
.. : 
~ . ~- . .· ... 
,. •. 
··-..". 
. . . 
... 
" • 
. . . . . . .~ .. 
. . TICKETS; LEXINGTON CENTER TICKET OFFICE, ALL DISC JOCKEYS IN LEXINGTON, . 
DAWAHARES AT THE LEXINGTON MALL IN GARDENSIDE, LAZARUS AT THE FAYmE MALL . 
UNIVERSITY IOOK AND SUPPLY - RICHMOND, HERITAGE MUSIC - WINCHESTER, SOUND SHOP~ sdMERSET, . 
DAWAHARES- PIKEVILLE, COPPOCKS- CAMPBELLSVILLE, ALL TICKETMASTER AND TICKETRON 
OUTLETS IN FRANKFORD, LOUISVILLE, CINCINNATI, DAYTON AND COLUMBUS. 
CHARGE BY PHONE 606-233-3565 
:.. • ' 't ·~1 ~-, '. - f 
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Drinking games: No one wins 
by Jennifer K. Hogan 
guest columnist 
Simon says, "Chug it:' You'll 
get used to the taste. Simon 
says, "Have another glass:' Isn't 
this fun? Simon says, "Get 
wasted:' These are the best 
days of your life. Simon says, 
"Drink yourself into oblivion." 
You won't be in college again. 
And the game continues. 
Children learn concentration, 
sportsmanship and cooperation 
from games. But the games 
change as we grow older. Ring-
around-the-rosie becomes kick-
ball. Monopoly takes the place 
of hide-and-seek. Trivial Pursuit 
is the game of the highly 
advanced. 
When it comes to college stu-
dents and alcohol, the name of 
the game never seems to 
change. Follow-the-leader is still 
the most popular game at Xav-
ier. But nobody wins when 
drinking becomes the focal 
point· of activity outside the 
da5sroom. The Xavier "Drink 
and Drown'' baShes of the '60s .· 
have died in name only. Popu-
lar weekend entertainment still 
revolves around the bar. Alco-
hol to the college student has 
become as American as apple 
pie. 
Should we be concerned that 
talented young adults succumb 
sO readily to. the lure of alco- : 
hol? Student government offi-
cers inay as. Well stop racking 
their brains for original enter-
tainment ideas. Dwindling at-
tendance at many Xavier events . 
does not have to worry admin-
istrators again. Beer will abolish 
apathy forever. One Xavier stu-
. ·dent has ingeniously solved ·the 
problem. "Serve free beer on ery rhymes of early childhood 
every day ending with a y:' often materialize in adulthood if 
There are, however, excep- enjoyment rests upon altering 
tions to the rule. Some students one's mental capacity to the 
are moderate drinkers who· pre- point of unconsciousness. It 
fer to remember Saturday seems inane that four years of 
night. Some even enjoy attend- building a solid educational 
ing events that do not center foundation can at the same 
around the beer truck. They time create the means to de- . 
recognize that heavy alcohol stroy it. It is quite possible that 
consumption can have nasty the fun-loving inebriated student 
side effects. will carry the values. learned in 
So what entices other univer- the college arena into post-grad-
sity students to persist in play- uate life. Addiction and a life 
ing the alcoholic game? Peer marred with personal problems 
pressure often leads to escap- can easily begin during the 
ism. The "I was drunk" excuse formative college years. The 
becomes convenient. Or maybe bridge can come tumbling 
the high school "I'm mature" down when the youthful days 
mentality has yet to be broken. of drunken revelry are relived 
''Everybody does it:' The prob- as a mode of acceptance or es-
lem is, a great percentage does. capism. It takes a lot of pain 
"What do you do, go to a and sacrifice to put the broken 
bar and have a Pepsi?" asks mind cin~ body together again. 
one sophomore. "It's more of a Aside from possible physical 
tradition;' says another about · and mental problems, heavy 
drinking ainong college stu- dririking takes its toll on the . 
dents. College . is the last hurrah lives of college students here 
''before entering the real world. and now. What values does this 
Enjoy it while you can:' manner of social behavior im-
So if drinking is synonymous ply and reinfor<:el Allowing. the 
. · with enjoyment, is every stu.;; · · effects of alcohol to deaden. the 
dent with a blood alcohol con- •. ;' senses and determine behavior 
tent of .20 percent having a is the most acute method, of . 
fantastic time? This does not . . . cheating. Complete per&onat de-
seem· to be. the .case. Drinking .· veloplrient cannot be achi~ 
becomes a "thing to do" rather through reliance on alcohol for 
than a means of enjoyment. Be- social acceptance and · 
cause "the group" seems to ad- entertainment. 
vocate alcohol as a way of 
having a good time, · iridividuals 
can easily join the.game. "l·. · 
don't really like it. (beer), b~t l 
wantto have fun:' Figure out 
the lrigic of that statement. . · 
OK; ·S() alcohol is·a major 
facet of college life (and Xavier 
is a good example of· this.· phe- · · 
·. nomenon). Perhaps heavy 
drinking is just a phase of 
yauth; ·Wrong: agalrt.· Thl!· n~. 
But Simon continues with his 
twisted orders, and students . 
.· .: obediently resp0nct . 1.J\ejnyth 
of drinking as.the way 'to.have 
.. ·fun con~inue5 to be. perpetu- · ·· 
· ated. Siinon. says; "Get ·. 
trashe<l:' Xou can handle one . 
more .. 
·. The ·voice is that of those 
who refuse to grow up. The 
truth· is:• Simon;·is ~imple.- · 
< Wednesday, October 28, 1987 
Basketball walk-on tryouts 
Fun for all, all for fun 
by· Mike McNamee · 
guest' columnist 
"Starting at point guard, a 5' 
11 • senior from Cleveland, 
Ohio, number 6, Mike Mc-
Nameell" The crowd reacts 
with "Who?" There is no 
applause. 
W!ll, so what? My dreams 
are different ·than everybody 
else's, OK? I've never had . that 
dream, but just wondered what 
it would be like if the courtside 
announcer called my name at 
the start of a Muskie game. 
But first I have to be on the 
team. So I decided to try out 
as a walk-on for the Xavier 
men's basketball team. Actually, 
I went to see what it would be 
like at a Muskie practice ses-
sion, and to have some fun. I 
had no chance to make the 
team. Here's how it happened: 
break. I'm not used to all this 
running, and soon I'm winded. 
But I lnake a steal, and I hear 
coach Gillen call out, "Good 
hands!" I almost say thanks, 
but suddenly I've got the ball 
again, and I'm surrounded by 
players &om the other team. 
Fortunately, I hit an open man, 
. and he scores. 
After five baskets; . we get a 
break, and ·the "threes" come 
on to take over. I'm glad, .be-
cause I'm tired. By 20 minutes 
into this half-hour scrimmage, 
I'm out of gas. It seems like 
every beer bottle I've. emptied 
this year is· tied. to my shoes. 
But I go back on the floor for 
my final time, determined to 
take a shot. I haven't taken any 
yet, being ·the team player . that 
I am. 
I decided to try out as a 
walk-on for the Xavier 
mens basketball team. 
Actually, I went to see 
what it would be like at 
a Muskie practice . 
session, and to have 
some fun. 
Here I am, it's 2 p.m. on 
Oct. 19, and I'm at Schmidt 
Fieldhouse with 17 other hope-
fuls. (Actually, they're the hope-
ful ones; I know better.) First, 
Xavier trainer Terry Kofler has 
everyone sign a form. What's 
this? I read it, and it basically 
says that if I break my leg 
scrambling for a loose ball to 
impress the coaches, it's my 
fault, not the school's. That's The guy I match up with 
just dandy. I sign anyway. this time is named Ivan. Imme-
Next, assistant coaehes Skip diately, I think Ivan the Tem-
Prosser and Mike Sussli enter hie, but Ivan isn't terrible at 
the gym and tell us to sit basketball. ~n fact, he drives the 
down. W! hear the story of lane on me once, making my 
''The Role of a Walk-on:' Here's defense look non-existent. But 
the moral: A walk-on player he misses the shot (ha!), and I 
makes few if any road trips, grab the rebound. After passing 
plays only defense in practice, ·to the outlet man, I run to our 
and will not play in any games basket, take a pass on the left 
unless, as Prosser puts it, "the side of the key, and pivot to 
score is very, very lopsided:' jump and shoot. Oops, there's 
But being the avid Muskie fan Ivan. 
that I am, I know that this I try to shoot over him, and 
very possibility has happened my shot goes BONK! off the 
before. rim. That's terrible. Ivan gets 
"OK, enough of that," says the rebound and starts the 
Prosser. "let's play ball:' First, break for his team .. But we 
we shoot some lay~ups, · then a steal back, I get the ball again, 
few 15-foot jumpers. I make all and take the same shot. It's up, 
· . my lay-ups, but my second · it's there, and . . . SWISH! As I 
jump shot is an airball. I shake get·. back• for defense, coach Gil-
roy head, catch coach Sussli's len calls out, '.'Name?" "Mc- . 
eye, and shrug with a grin. He Namee," !reply, joggmg by and 
doesn't grin back. So much for .·.grinning. · 
trying to be friendly. But I · ·Finally, .. the· scrimmage is 
make the rest. Rah. . . over. Coach Gillen has. us sit 
Then we ·line up· ·on the end . down and goes over. the. story 
line, shortest to tallest. I know of.the w~-on agaiit,, but he 
where to stand, but I wish they . makes it.5oUrid somewhat more 
had a section for slow guys inspirationalthan it did earlier, 
too. W! count off by threes, di- . saying thatthe walk-ons always 
viding · the group into three keep the· team's· enthusiasm. 
teams of six for a scrimmage. high. Neato. 
I'm on the "twos" team, and The tryout is over. Coach 
we play against the "ones" first, Gillen· explains that fiV'e or six 
while the "threes" sit out. I willbe called . back to speak 
match up against Nick, a guy with the coaches, and two. will 
about my size, but who I know be chosen; I.realize. that I don't 
is clearly a better player than I. have a prayer of even. getting a 
I ask him not to make me look sympathy call, but I at.least 
too silly, but.Nick is nervous, · hada,good·workout.".lline up 
so he· just smiles and says, ·"Uh- with . the· others to giye coach·. 
huh" · · Prosser my .phone number. (like 
&fore the o~ jump. ball, . thef1tbe. needing. it), and then 
head: coach Pete Gillen; who its time· to put the warm-ups 
has.just arrived; asks· everyone back·pn.arid return to the· 
to ·call out. their name when books;. AS I, pass coach Gillen, 
thef Illake a basket. I make a he shakes .my hand and says; 
mental note of that; but I'm · "Hey Mike1 nice hustle. Thanks 
pretty sure .·1. won't. be saying for. comin8t' .. ·.. . .... 
my name Very muCh. ·. . Hey, thanks,. coach; Thanks 
. ·The first game·g0es quickly, for: the opp0rtunity;\'Itwas fun 
. with both·'tt!ams.t~··fast:.· for all; ·arid:;all for fun~"··~'··~ · · 
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Middendorf 
should stay 
looked the good qualities of the 
paper, its improvements and the 
efforts of The Newswire staff to 
produce an interesting, cohesive 
paper that Xavier can be proud 
of. 
-Peggy Barlage 
The Xavier Newswire 
.... , ..... 
•• • • • •••• 
•• • •• • • • •••• ··~· .... ., .. 
.... ''"' ... 
This letter is in response to 
John Garvey's letter to the edi-
tor, ''Middendorf should go" 
(Oct. 21). At first I thought his 
letter must be a joke, a creative 
way of giving a compliment by 
stating the opposite. As I read 
Garvey's letter further I just be-
came more and more angry as 
he focused much criticism on 
the editor .in chief of The 
Newswire, Fred Middendorf. 
Disappointment in the paper 
means a disappointment with 
the staff, not one person. 
1 Bonjour' 
to Xavier Graduation at the Coliseum: 
It is not Middendorf's paper. 
Rather, it is a product of ·many 
people's contributions. If 
Garvey sees Middendorf as 
"presiding over a period of 
journalistic decline;' then his 
criticisms should have been di-
rected to every section editor, 
not just the editor in chief. 
The Newswire, since 
Middendorf has been 
editor in chief, has 
shown tremendous 
improvement. 
Garvey seemed to have spent 
a great amount of time count-
ing articles, pages, bylines and 
advertisements in order to doc-
ument criticisms against Mid-
dendorf. Maybe his time would 
have been better spent finding 
more constructive criticisms or 
positive solutions. Garvey's only 
suggestion was that Middendorf 
resign. I don't believe that The 
Newswire needs a new editor. 
The Newswire, since Midden-
dorf has been editor in chief, 
has shown tremendous improve-
ment. Many people share this 
opinion. Coverage of news, the 
calendar and the individual sec-
tions of the paper (especially 
Sports) have improved a great 
deal from last year. The grade 
of the paper and size of the 
print may not be traditional, 
but it is now easier to read, 
and the photos are more clear. 
Garvey commented that Jim 
Borgman's editori~ cartoon was 
a "senseless duplication:' As a 
cartoonist for The Newswire, I 
suggested that it be reprinted. It 
.was an excellent cartoon con-
cerning Emery's destruction 
drawn by a nationally syndi-
cated cartoonist. Does· Garvey JI•• 
believe one cartoon can express 
the deep feelings of loss caused 
by the demolition of Emery? 
Not every Xavier student takes 
time to read The Enquirer's edi-
torial page, and it was good to 
reprint it for those who don't, 
In his exclusively negative at-
tack on Middendorf's skills as 
an .editor,. 1(i~:.. ha.s. :9~~~ · ;r,.: 
13 October, 1987 
Orleans, France 
I have been a "foreign stu-
dent" at l'Universite d' Orleans, 
Orleans, France, for a little 
over a week. Someone re-
minded me before I left that 
now I would be the foreigner 
- something that I have never 
had to be or do before, and 
one really can't prepare for it. 
Don't forget your telescope 
Throughout the summer, the 
director of this program kept 
mentioning "culture shock" over 
and over again in his letters, 
and with good reason. If one 
has never lived in a foreign 
country before, like myself, it's 
· ·almost like · starting back at day 
one. The first thing, which is 
obvious, is the language. I 
would consider myself a fairly 
intelligent, competent person, 
having successfully lived 
through two years of college, 
but when you hear a small 4-
year-old child easily speaking 
the language that you are strug-
gling with, it is definitely a lit-
tle shot to the ego and a lot of 
frustration. 
Throughout the 
summer, the director of 
this program kept 
mentioning "culture 
shock" over and over 
again in his letters, and 
with good reason. 
by Fred Middendorf 
editor in chief 
"Hey, Tom, did you read in 
the paper that the University of 
Cincinnati just bought Xavier 
University for $6.1 million?" 
''Yeah, what time are we 
meeting everyone at Dana's?" 
"Hello, Tom ... " 
It could happen. Why not7 
There are plenty of other things 
Xavier students don't care about 
"- like ~he~her or not ~Ci. have , 
a yearbook. Why would'UC 
taking over our entire campus 
be any different? 
I don't know what it is. 
Maybe we're too afraid to 
speak our minds about things 
we don't approve of at Xavier. 
Or maybe we're just plain lazy. 
Or maybe we just don't care. 
Or maybe there is really noth-
ing to be upset about. I mean, 
Xavier administrators know 
what they are doing. And they 
do it so well. Who are we to 
question their decisions? The 
last thing they need is a bunch 
of disgruntled students on their 
backs. Besides, there aren't any 
disgruntled students at Xavier. 
Like good boys and girls, we 
all do exactly as we are told. 
Whatever the administration 
wants, the administration gets 
- no questions asked. 
Consider, for example, the 
Also, you have to get used decisions to combine undergrad-
to the entire French attitude and uate and graduate commence-
way of life. Currently, I am ments into one ceremony this 
trying to deal with the lack of year and to move it from the 
heat. But also there is the way Xavier Fieldhouse to the Cincin-
they run their universities, the nati Coliseum. I have nothing 
business hours - where every- against the Coliseum, really. 
thing closes for one-and-a-half I've been there only a few times 
hours for lunch - and others anyway for a hockey game or 
which would drive any Ameri- concert now and then. Actually, 
can crazy, but as we are told, I've been to the Coliseum for 
we are not in America any- only one concert. For $30 I got 
more. This is the way the to sit in the peanut gallery 
French do it, and if you don't about a half a mile from the 
like it, if I may use a very stage on one of the most com-
popular French phrase - ''Ton fortable hard plastic seats I can 
pis!" - or ''Tough luck!" remember. Since my friend and 
I know that this will be a I forgot to bring our telescope, 
great experience, but for now, I it was kind of hit-or-miss trying 
still look for those times if I to guess who was actually sing-
walk by a group, to hear famil- ing on stage. The music was 
iar words: "Is that English?!" . beautiful, though, bouncing and 
-Lisa Egan .·echoing endlessly from one con-
Editor's note: Lisa Egan is a crete wall to another. We fi-
Xavier undergraduate spending nally deciphered· one of the 
her junior year at l'Universite songs at the end of the concert, 
d;OJ:leans)~ .. OrJ~1ms,, fr,ance. . howe~~·-· .~~ .r,e~!,le9 D~ana1.-,, 
•. - , ;, ,f ~·· •• l t' ) '- ... • ,- i I ~ I.' • • ,. ' • I I I 
Ross was performing that eve-
ning. I guess graduation there 
would be nice. I'll just have to 
remember to tell my parents to 
bring a telescope and some 
cushions. I hope Xavier prints a 
script in the program so my 
parents can read along. 
The hockey games at the 
Coliseum were just as much fun 
to watch. But now my fondest 
memory of the Coliseum will 
be my college graduation. 
Wow. 
. Well, anyway, I think the 
administration is ~making ·excel-· 
lent use of its resources by 
moving graduation off-campus 
to the intimate atmosphere of 
the Coliseum. Combining un-
dergraduate and graduate cere-
monies is smart too - you 
know what they say, the more 
the merrier. Half the hassle and 
twice the fun. Length shouldn't 
be that much of a problem. 
However, we probably could do 
without the valedictory and 
keynote speeches. Maybe they 
could even pass out the diplo-
mas at the door as the gradu-
ates walk in to save time. Who 
knows, the undergrads might 
even get to know some of the 
graduate students there. Just 
think, you get to say goodbye 
to all of your old pals and 
meet new ones all in one day. 
Yes, sir, I'm all for it. 
But what do all the rest of 
Xavier's students think? I mean, 
it is their graduation ceremony. 
They deserve to form an opin-
ion at the very least. 
But then again, maybe it's 
better to leave this kind of de-
cision completely up to the 
administration and its specially 
appointed commencement com-
mittee made up (in part) of stu-
dents who have not yet met 
with administrators. Xavier's ad-
ministrators are certainly more 
knowledgeable than students 
about these kinds of things. 
Now you're probably going 
to say, yes, but administrators 
have consulted students about 
their opinions. True, they have. 
They asked all . of the Student 
Government Asst>ciation sena-
tors and a few students on 
campus during the summer for 
their opinions. Then they de-
cided. What an excellent way 
to get a cross section of student 
views. Wait until everyone goes 
home .for the summer and deal 
with as few students - and as 
little opposition - as possible. 
Besides, it's only graduation -
no big deal. 
Well, now everyone is back 
on campus, happy and content. 
Turns out the administration 
was right, anyway - even 
though the decision is appar-
ently final, no one is second-
guessing it. I assume that 
means the majority of under-
grads are looking forward to 
graduation at the Coliseum 
with all the grad students. But 
I wonder ... 
The Russian author Chekhov 
once wrote, "Indifference is pa-
ralysis of the soul, premature 
death." Oh, come on Anton, it's 
really not that important. 
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SAC Presents 
er - --,.~enltl' 
'Stvclent 4dMtle!i Ccvncll 
Indy Women of Comedy 
(Nov. 5): 
This group of comedians 
comes from Indianapolis with 
two of these young ladies 
sharing the accolade of "Fun-
niest Woman in Indy:' Their 
show is somewhat unconven-
tional and very funny. So tic-
kle your funny bone and en-
joy some great stand-up 
comedy. In the Grill, 9 p.m., 
$1 admission. 
Be ihere •. 
:--!¥!-;;;-: 
I ~ I 
I - I 
I I 
:C~J"' 
'- , ' 
.. c: "1e s~=irc. 
Wednesday Weekend Warmup 
(Nov. 11): 
The Basics is a cover band 
whose repertoire is ·reflective 
of their name. They play 
basic old-time rock 'n' roll a 
la Rolling Stones, The Who, 
etc. ·Come to another Wednes-
day night diversion Down-
Under, 9:30 p.m. 
Deleon (Nov. 7): 
Don't miss Deleon, a "hot" 
dance band playing music 
similar to that heard on 
WBLZ-FM. Come and dance 
the night away with one of 
the most energetic bands to 
hit Xavier this year! In the· 
cafeteria, 9 p.m., $1 with XU 
ID. . 
SUNDAY 
Jazz Guitar Series 
with Emily Remler 
University Center Theatre 
7:30 p.m. 
15 
29 
NOVEMBEf 
MONDAY 
2 
9 
• ' L ~ ." ' 
TUESDAY 
MoVie: 
'The Seven Year Itch" 
University Center Theatre 
2:30 and 7 p.m. 
Sailing Club meeting 
01<1 Room - 7:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY 
Wednesday Weekend Warmup 
Fast Forward 
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m. 
~ @-· ___ 
3 
__ GREEK GOD/GODDESS C41.l'nt 
Election Day 
Movie: 
"About Last Night" 
University Center Theatre 
2:30 and 7 p.m. 
10 
Movie: 
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" 
University Center Theatre 
2:30 and 7 p.m. 
Wednesday Weekend Warmup 
The Basics 
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m. 
11 
Wednesday Weekend Warmup 
Tim Lake 
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m. 
-------------1------------+ SAC GAMES TOURNEY WEEK 
----------+----------+---HARVEST WEEK -----i 
16 17 18 
I 
c ONE WAY~ 
·® THANKSGIVING VACATION 
23 24 (ooc25 
30 
WEDNESDAY 
4 
Wednesday Weekend Warmup 
The Basics 
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m. 
11 
Wednesday Weekend Warmup 
Tim Lake 
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY 
5 
Caesar Chavez 
"The Wrath of Grapes" 
Kelly Auditorium - 7:30·p.m. 
Donations accepted 
12 
1st men's home basketball 
game 
vs. Windsor 
Cincinnati Gardens 
Be there in blue! 
FRIDAY 
Toga Party 
Armory - 9 p.m. 
TGIF party. - 3 p.m. 
Down Under 
10~: !.! 11~~·~ ~;·.-;.·.'· .. 1\ " ! I '·'\ 
·~ . 
'\.•\' ~. '· ,v: -;~~-' ,,, ,~ ~ > -.,.·_~ .. '...-4 i''' r '·{i'{~ ~ ./ · ..;· 
~Husman 
6 
Sop~om:;e party! 13 
with Odd Sox 
Cafeteria - 9 p.m. . 
$1 with XU ID . 
TGIF party - 3 p.m. 
Down Under 
SAC GAMES TOURNEY WEEK --------------------~ Elegant Passage Sweater Sale ...... 
"---- HARVEST WEEK ---+-------___;:U..;;..;n.;..;.ive.:.:.r.:.:.sit:.:!..y.,....:C:;.:.e.:.:.nt.:.:.er....;l.:.:.ob:;.:,b.::..y _____ _ 
18 
I 
19 20 
SATURDAY 
Del.eon 
A hot dance band. 
Cafeteria - 9 p.m.-1 a.m. 
$1 with XU ID; $2 without 
all Retreat ...... 
14 
College Bowl 
(Academic intramurals) 
THANKSGIVING VACATION -1-____ __;_ ___ --11-----------4----------
(oo 25 26 27 28 
0 D I~ 
~ E> 
~\....I~ 
Caesar Chavez (Nov. 12): 
"The Wrath of Grapes" is a 
presentation by the world-
renowned union activist and 
humanitarian, Caesar Chavez. 
Co-sponsored by Programs in 
Peace and Justice, this second 
installment of the SAC feature 
series will certainly be an 
informative and enlightening 
program on the continued 
oppression which the 
California farm workers 
experience every day. In the 
Kelly Auditorium, 7:30 p.m., 
donations accepted. 
.o :· ... ~: ·o .... ····· . : ·:· 
SAC Games· Tourney Week 
(Nov. 16-20): 
Participate in pool, ping pong, 
chess, backgammon, darts and 
more recreational tournaments! 
Compete with the rest of the 
university in these games of 
skill for a chance at winning a 
birth in the national 
tournaments .. Nominal 
registration fee required. 
Watch for further promotions! 
SPORTS 
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Concerns prompt NCAA financial changes 
by Kimberly Grote 
managing editor 
This is the concluding article 
of a three-part series about the 
revenue Xavier received for 
competing in the 1987 NCAA 
basketball tournament. 
Part three of three 
Xavier University, one of the 
64 institutions competing in the 
1987 National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association (NCAA) tour-
nament, netted $211,210.SO as 
its share of the tournament 
prize money. 
recently signed a contract for 
more than $45 million to 
broadcast the games for next 
year. 
NCAA gross net receipts 
from sales and rights fees for 
1986 were $36, 909,267. This fig-
ure increased to $43,649, 101 for 
1987, approximately a 20 per-
cent increase. A percentage of 
these gross net receipts is re-
tained by the association, with 
the remainder being distributed 
to the competing institutions. 
Due to such growing con-
cern, there are some changes 
being made in the distribution 
of funds in the NCAA and the 
Midwestern Collegiate Confer-
ence (MCC). 
There will be a cap this year 
on the percentage of money 
distributed to the teams. This 
limit, however, does not mean 
the schools will receive any less 
money. Even though institutions 
will receive less of a percentage, 
the amount of money they re-
ceive will still increase as the 
total amount of shares in the 
NCAA goes up. 
Formerly, the amount an in-
stitution grossed from NCAA 
competition was split half and 
half with the league the school 
belongs to, which in Xavier's 
case is the MCC. However, 
starting this year the split will 
change to 60-40, with 60 per-
cent of the money going to the 
league itself and only 40 per-
cent going to the school. 
According to Fogelson, there 
is also a new system being set 
up regarding the extra money 
the league will be receiving. 
This money will be designated 
specifically by the NCAA for 
improvements and projects 
which will eventually . benefit 
the schools. 
No one can predict how Xav-
ier's basketball team will per-
form this year or if it will com-
pete in the NCAA tournament. 
Xavier has not been officially 
ranked in the Top 20 for 23 
years, according to Tom Eiser, 
director of Sports Information. 
And Xavier was only ranked 
among the .top 40 or SO teams 
last year before advancing two 
rounds into the NCAA 
tournament. 
However, this year, Xavier 
has been ranked 25th nationally 
in a pre-season ranking by 
Street & Smith's basketball an-
nual publication. 
Each year the NCAA dis-
perses revenue to institutions 
competing in the tournament. 
This money is derived from 
such sources as ticket and pro-
gram sales, ·and radio and tele-
vision rights fees, the largest 
portion coming from television 
rights. In 1987, CBS paid 
$36,635,300 for the rights to air 
the tournament games and has 
At the rate this money is in-
creasing every year, the schools 
will be making "monumental 
amounts of money" from the 
NCAA, said Jeff Fogelson, di-
rector of athletics at Xavier. 
Fogelson believes there is a 
rising concern for the amount 
of money involved with NCAA 
sports. According to him, 
money creates unnecessary pres-
sures for the teams and raises 
the question of whether college 
basketball will remain amateur 
or tum into a professional 
Experience the thrill 
Spirited event challenges all 
sport. 
by Mike Pfiester 
Sports editor 
The Xavier community as 
well as the Cincinnati public 
i' *******************{( a::~~i:.;:~~~:2! ~ax-~ Xa 1111 {c well House Coffee presents the {c :Vier {c Maxwell House Spirit Challenge 
{c {c to benefit the 1988 U.S. Olym-
{c _,., pie Team. This public event will 
-tc Dining Servl~es :; ~G~~a;,a~~~.~~3~· 
~ {c a.'~·. to 6 p.m., at the O'Con-
{c E f of th ~·I! ek {c nor Sports Center. 
J.. mp1oyee e vv'e ,,., All members of the commu-
~ ~ nity are encouraged to partici-
{c {c pate in the Maxwell House 
{c
{c CQftdratulatlons to ! Spirit Challenge and will be in-
•95 ~ vited to compete as a member 
of the team or an individual in ! AITBDIY U'fiQIJ" s'Pll ITl!t\DI\ f a series of Olympic-style train-~ I I , i&IUI l'\JIUJ ~ ing events such as: {c {r • cycling on bicycles/ 
J.. {I lifecycles 
~ Tc . th o· . Ro • running on treadmills {c ony 15 e 1n1ng om attendant {l • rowing on rowing machines 
-tc and has been at Xavier for -ec • logging miles on a "noroic 
{c th {c track" {C ree years. {( Participants will solicit 
-tr*******************-tl ~~=~~~%~a::·~:~:s and 
2900 JEFFERSON AVE. 
ACROSS FROM· UC 
881-2900 
Monday - Heineken & Monday Monday Night Football 
Tuesday - South of the Border Night 
v.dnesday - St. Pauli Girl/Molson Night 
Sunday - Wine Tasting 
Thul'8Clay - H·Bomb Ferguson 
Big Ed Thompson a the ·~I-Stars 
Fri., Oct. 30 - Xavier Night, Crazy Fingers 
Grand· Opening of the Loft (A Bar Annex) · 
..._, Oct. 31 • Halloween Party with Crazy Fingers 
Costume Req. 
MONDAY·FRIDAY 3PM-2:30AM - HAPPY HOUR 3PM-8PM 
SATURDAY 3PM-2:30AM - SUNDAY 7:30PM-2:30AM 
logged within the allotted time 
frame. All proceeds will benefit 
the U.S. Olympic Team, with 
Maxwell House matching all 
donations. 
All participants and volun-
teers will receive Maxwell 
House Spirit Challenge T-shirts. 
First, second and third place 
winners will be awarded Olym-
pic-style medallions. Winners, 
who will be announced at the 
end of each day, will be se-
lected for two categories: most 
"spirited" team and team that 
receives the most money (either 
by receiving the most pledges 
or logging most time). 
Xavier Universitys O'Connor 
Sports Center was chosen as 
one of fifteen sites in cities 
. across the U.S. to host the 
sports challenge. 
So why did they choose Xav-
ier? "We wanted a facility that 
· was .accessible to .the commu-
nity;' said Beth Portnoy, a 
spola!sperson for the Maxwell 
House Spirit Challenge. ''Xavier 
University is conveniently lo-
cated in the city of Cincinnati 
[and) encourages campus partic-
ipation, and the O'Connor 
..... , ................ ~ ...... ~- ............. "" ........... .,.. __ ....... ,. ......................................... •.• • .................. <r·•~····· ......... ~ . 
Sports Center is an excellent fa-
cility;' she said. 
Tracey Caulkins, former 1984 
U.S. Olympian, will sponsor 
the event on Saturday. Caulkins 
won three gold medals in 1984 
in the breaststroke event. 
Caulkins is one of three Olym-
pians sponsoring the challenge. 
According to Portnoy, Olympi-
ans raise money to be able to 
compete in fut~ Olympics. 
The other. two Olympians are 
Bob Beamon, a world record-
holder for the long jump, and 
Mike Curran, a member of the 
1980 gold medal hockey team. 
Caulkins will work out with 
the Xavier swimming and div-
ing team, 3-4 p.m. Friday. 
Xavier University will receive 
a $1,000 honorarium on behalf 
of Maxwell House Coffee for 
hosting the event. 
lntramurals 
Current Team Standings 
Compiled by Muffy Smith 
Soccer Football (Thursday) 
Place Teams Place Teams 
1 Little Killers 1 Norwoodians 
2 Saudi Airlines 2 * Destroyers 
3 The Members 2* SMF 
4 X.R:s 2* Scabs 
5 We Sell 5 Really Rottens 
6 Big Spuds 6 Bandits 
7 Mama's Callin' 
8 Kuhlman Kicks 
9 Big Trouble 
10 Brockman 
Softball (Wednesday) 
Place Teams 
1 * Rolling Shangrillas 
1 * Second Floor Sacks 
3 * Destroyers 
3 * Allied Forces 
3* Team X 
6 * Triple K Kids 
6 * Unemployed 
6* No Morals 
6 * The Pounders 
10* Team Temunda 
10* Team Novocain 
10* Mama's Callin' TM 
13* Whammer Jammers 
13 * The Cattle 
Softball (Friday) 
Place Teams 
1 X-terminators 
2* Ha-Ha's 
2* The Members 
2 * Scrubheads 
5 The Norwoodians 
6* Tie One On TM 
6* Wood Hunters 
8 TFF 
9 Hungry Heffers 
*Tied 
Wednesday, October 28, 1987 
Pl~yer of ~he week 
The Xavier Newswire 
Compiled by Mike Pfiester 
Sports editor 
Soccer 
The mens soccer team is 5-
10-2 after defeating the Univer-
sity of Louisville, 2-0, last 
\'\kdnesday; and Western Ken-
tucky University, 2-1, last Sun-
day, both at Xavier. Senior 
Gervase Ngalla scored the win-
ning goal with five seconds re-
maining to beat the Hilltoppers 
of WI<U dropping their record 
to 11-4-2. 
The womens soccer team. is 
6-l>-1 · after losing to Morehead 
State University, 1-0, at Xavier 
on Saturday, Oct. 17; losing at 
Michigan State University, 5-2, 
on Saturday, Oct. 24; and los-
ing to Schoolcraft College, 1-0, 
last Sunday. 
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Tennis 
The womens tennis team 
ended the 1987 season with an 
amazing 12-3 record, the best 
record ever for the women's ten-
nis team at Xavier under coach 
Jim Brockhoff. 
Volleyball 
The womens volleyball team 
holds a 4-17 record, but the 
team is 1-1 in the Midwestern 
Collegiate Conference. 
Baseball team .heads for home 
Suzanne Hiemaux 
Sport: SOCCER 
Year: senior 
Hometown: Cincinnati 
Positions:· right midfielder 
· and right fullback 
Height: s·s· 
Weight: 124 lbs. 
Senior co-captain Suzanne Hiernaux has been a consistent 
leader on this year's women's soccer team, according to coach 
Frondorf. "Shes one of the strongest and most sincere players 
in the game;' said Frondorf. "Whenever I need someone to 
come through in a certain situation, I can count on Suz-
anne:' Hiernatix, whose strong point is defense, also has one 
goal and one assist this season. 
• While attending high school at Ursuline Academy in Cin-
cinnati, Hiernaux was voted the Most Valuable Player by her 
teammates during her senior season. She was also. named 
honorable mention for the city team. · 
At Xavier, Hiernaux was named honorable mention for the 
All-State team her freshman year. In addition, she has been 
an academic All-American during her junior and senior 
ye~. a computer science major with a business option, Hier-
nawc has a 3. 76 GPA. Her ~areer ambition is to get a job in 
the field of computer science, preferably in a technical envi-
ronment. Hiernaux's goal for the rest of the season is to win 
the Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) tournament 
next weekend. As a junior, Hiernaux was a member of last 
year'~ team that won the MCC tournament. 
by David Stubenrauch 
staff reporter 
H in the near future you. are · 
wandering around the Sports 
Center and you hear a lot of 
noise, don't be alarmed. It's 
only the Xavier University base-
ball team and Larry Redwine 
construction crew. You say 
you've never heard of this 
group? Don't worry, you're not 
alone. The team has temporar-
ily hung up the bats to improve 
the baseball diamond so that 
it's ready for the upcoming 
spring season. 
So how was the fall season? 
The team finished with a record 
of 6-4 with wins against teams 
like St. Thomas Moore and 
Northern Kentucky Univers~ty. 
This record includes the Ea5tern 
Kentucky Tournament in which 
the Muskies added three wins 
and one loss. · 
So what does coach Redwine 
think of his squad now? "Better 
than I thought;' said coach 
Redwine, "especially after losing 
six all-conference players r to 
graduation):· 
The coach was also im-
pressed by many individual 
players. Pat Smith showed 
promise with a strong season at 
the plate including a consecutive 
hitting streak of eight. Accord-
ing to Redwine, Scott Gordon 
has "been on a roller coaster:' 
Gordon and his brother Bill 
collected eight home runs. 
What about the pitching 
staff? The coach answered, 
'This is potentially the toughest 
staff [at Xavier):' The Xavier 
ace on the staff is Jeff Rumpke, 
who Redwine called "as good a 
pitcher who [has] ever pitched 
here at Xavier:' 
What about the rookies? As 
. it stands right now, the roster 
has five first-time starters. Red-
wine said Scott Tanguay and 
Barry Utterbaugh were showing 
great progress. 
So with the fall behind them, 
how about the spring? Redwine 
said, "We'll start off very slow. 
This is due to our youth and 
tough schedule. But when· the 
MCC [Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference Championship) roles 
around, don't be surprised if we 
are in the championship game:' 
r-------------------------i I Expires Apr11 15, 1988 I! s1!0 OFF i 
1 Large or. Medium Regular or PanPizza I 
I I 
I Umlt 2 pizzas per coupon. One cou- · ~ I 
I pon per customer per visit. Not valid . . I· 
I with any other coupon or discount I offer. Expires April 15, 1988. I 
i ~ ~· i 
I HYDE PARK I I 2684 Madison· Road I 
.1 321 ·2333 I ·--------------------------~ 
TYPISTS 
Hundreds weekly 
at.home! 
······-------···-·-····-·-··-·············· • .•~r• r~• rrr• r•v• • • • • • • • •~ • ._ • ., • • •• ,, ., • • 
Write: P.O .. Box 17 
Clark, NJ 
07066 
BAR HELP WANTED 
Waiters, Waitresses, general em-
ployees, ·and experienced barten-
ders needed. Apply In person at 
BURGUNDY'S, comer· of Vine and 
Calhoun, Monday through Friday be-
tween noon and s. p.m. 
.... ·.auv... 
SEU.-
TRADE 
e.,,. .. "4e• '-':•~ 
. 2033: Madison· Rd. 
e-> Cincinnati, OH 45208 
513 " 321""208. . ' 
Tuei.-Fii." Noc)n.6pm 
Sat. 11am-4pm 
.... ·~ .... - .... · .. - -'• .. . ' ----- ~-· ... ~. " -
ride to TAXI'S 
OCTOBER SALE~ 
~.-.... ~ 
' •. , 
. now to · nov. 2 
·UP TO 40°/o OFF 
GREAT SPORTsWEAR from C.P. Shades, Guess, Putumayo, ID#, Girbeau, 
PEPE Ufban Outfitters, SARAH· ARIZONA, Esprit. and· MORE! , . ' . 
• : ••.• > ••••••• : •••• 
••••••••• ••••••••••••••• . . . , . ' ' . . ' 
-·· }' 
DIVEFlSIONS 
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Hardcore Halloween tips? Ask· a Jerk! 
Pinning .down the bowling basics 
,,Y Barbara H. O'Neill "Don't you know ·anything 
ff about. Jane courtesy?!" sta reporter . . Out of all the ·descriptive ad-
. You're loOkmg down the . jectives I could muster about 
is how you impress. your· . 
frierids, why don't you build a 
stage in your backyard and. · 
jlimp off of it:' . 
N: Do you ever put on 'a 
special show for Hallo~n7 · 
M: Not really. We do plan .·:-
on· having a few· props ·onstager 
and we'll probably' throw. candy 
into the crowd. . 
N: When was the last time 
you and the rest· of the ·band 
went trick-or-treating?· 
M: I was probably. 24 or 25. 
Our guitarist Greg Hets<>n and 
our drummer· Keith· Clark. trick-
or-treated through college .. As 
for. our bass playef, · Zander 
Schloss, he still goes· out. ·· 
N: The Ciicle Jei:~. have~'had 
quite a· 'few cameo appearances 
in such movies as "Repo Man;' · 
"Straight to Hell1.'. and "Sid and 
Nancy:' Any others? 
M: 'Walker'~ :~ another Alex 
Cox movie out -~n. 
N: Any 'qt.1estfons i should . 
ask? . 
M: "If the band were trapped 
in an elevator in Las Vegas for 
24 hours, what Las Vegas enter-· · 
tainer would they want iit the'" 
elevator?" ., · 
N: And. the answer? 
M: I personally take the 
stairs. 
N: Anything else? 
M: I guess.I'll let the cat out ·· 
of the bag . and 5ay that our · 
bassist ~ Zander. Schloss - ·· · 
Will. be ·I>em>rmirlg'-weaiing ·o'ruy 
a. pair of cowboy boots. ·Other 
than that, I hope to see every-
one at the show, and have a 
safe and happy Halloween.· 
Cu.rrents · 
Compiled.. by 
· Mary T.. Helmes 
Diversions· editor 
University Center Theatre. 
Do~t take oiir word for how· 
great it will be -, come hear · 
and seel · · 
Eat, drink and be scary · Fame and fortune! wrong alley if you want. tips on this game, "courteous" has· 
how to bowl a better game. If, never been one of them. "Cour- Here's some hot stuff hap- Get into show business. 
hoWe\Ter, you're looking for teous" is a summer game of · · pening for Halloween: Well, sort-of: 
some of bowling's finer points crOqUet; but not this virile • Run the "gauntlet ofter- Got a great garage band? 
to- be brought to light, have a . sport of sports. . ror" at Forbidden Forest Ill. Enter Musician magazine's 
look at why. bowling is a multi- Lane courtesy, for the unsea- SAC sponsors . this trip to a Best Unsigned Band· in 
faceted sport, and still an soned bowler, · is simply allow- spectacular "haunted" ·hap- ., America Contest. Bands and 
enigma to me. ing the bowlers on either. side pening at Dunham Recrea- . artists are inVited ·to send · 
Bowling ~ a game of para- of you to bowl first, so as not . tion Complex o~ Friday, one cassette with a maxi- . 
dox. For what other sport to ups'et their concentration. If Oct. 29; from· 7-10 p.m. mum of two songs to lrfusi.., 
would you trade in ·a pair of . , · the bowlers. are so worried · .Tickets are av~able at the cian's "all-star panel 9f ; 
perfectly good -:- if not fash- · about concentration, I would SAC office for $2. · judges". The ten toP-:rated · 
ionable - shoes for a pair s\iggest removing those striped • A Halloween party With songs will be featurec:J:on. a 
·~om by hundreds. of sweaty• ·shoes that produce a blinding . The Auburnaires and The Musician/Warner Bros: ·com.:. 
footed bowling fanatics? . . Y" glare with every. step taken. GeneriC:s goe5 on at The · pilation album; ·ainong other 
·If you must-~ a ·fashion Laura Beiting: a courteous bow- Bowling is for. the technologi- Cafe (formerly The Plaza) on prizes. Entries must be re- .. 
sJatement while at the bowling ler, .as long as those.shoes aren't cally a~anced. Does anyone W. McMillan in Oifton. ceived by Dec:. 15. You must 
ailey, anything monochromatic in the picture; · really know. how to work the . • Experience "Murder! · consult the current issue of . 
will do, as you can be sure · "sp~" are deriVed. : . electronic scoreboard? .The Nightmare on Elm Street - · Musician for rules ·and entry ~" 
19ur new pair of shoes will be Of course, everyone develops ~ scoreboard is equipped with a Live;' a costume ball and forms. ·· · · · · 
striped, usually in our great na- his/her own best-suited style. I . 26-letter. alphabet for the bowler murder-mystery game Satur- Your chance ·to be in pie-.· · 
tion's sporty colors. So leave prefer to let the ball .just drop, to enter his/her name - a re- .day, Oct. 31,. sponso~ .by tures is here. To be filmed:· 
the plaids at home. If your feet producing a subtle yet meaning- minder of your turn if you are the Eruiemble Theatre Com- · entirely in ·Cmclnnaffbegin: · . 
look elongated· a size, fear not. ful crash to the· floor. Everyone too busy socializing with other pany of Ciricinnati. A $is ning m late November, the 
Stripes will create that illusion. knows I mean business. bowlers. So, have a little fun! donation gets you in the movie "Fresh Horses" will · 
Bowling-is a game of preci- .Bowling is a game of man- Make up a name! The Sky's the door at 8 p:m. Costiunes are star Molly.Rin8Wald:and .· · 
sion; any expert of the game ners, and if I was "spared" any- limit with 26 letters .. Just don't reeommended. To reserve will require 60CMJOO non- . ., 
will tell yoti that. What baffles thing, embarrassment wowd . forget who is who. tickets, call 352-3656. . speaking extras. 'Extras will 
me is the form or style with not make the top ten. After a Before you leave the bowling be paid a flat fee of $50 per 
· which people bowl: recent meaningful crash to the . · alley, tabulate your scores; hec- '. On a different note .. ~ day. No experience necessary. 
How anyone with a 200- floor, my ten-pound ball -fol- >· kle the .losers ... Oh,- and 'don't Have a Halloween l'ripite Send a letter with your . . 
pound ball in his/her hand can lo~ suit in taking the route . forget to return the: bowling as classical and contempo- height, weight and -ci recent · · 
get off to a running start, then my previous balls had taken: a shoes. Some last few 8J~mpse5 rary music is performed by photo to: Knutsen Casting, 
subtly cross one leg behind the long and lonely journey down around the alley and a" cclreful the Xavier Concert Choir, cl 0 The Drawbridge Inn~ 
other and let ·the· ball go - all the· gutter. It was ·at this point listen to the stumbling· pi,ns will . Chamber ·Orchestra, Singers Room 4144, . 1-75 and Butter-
without hurting anyone - sim- that I was approached and ver- serve as a fleeting reminder of · and Flute Ensemble on Sun- 'lk Pk F M' ·ch II K ball d by h hn mi ;, t. it e , y., ply mystifies me. Perhaps this Y accoste t e Jo · · ·· what bowling - and life '-- are day, Nov. l, at 7 p.m. in. the 41017. · 
is ~ge~~~ ~t~\·);~~·: -!~-, . J'tff~ ,9(.ih~ .Iw~J~ -illlWi.-~ '•"•d•A·~~~h N~v ·'>'·"·" : ,•:, ....... ,, -.·.-.~~~~~~'"~..:.--.;.....--..;..... ... ·::.:'· :::..:.-·.;...· .:;;.;" ·....; ....:.·.:.· _....:.· .:...· :..:· ..:.·..:.··:!...'' ..;·-1 _..,~ 'At;.:. .... ~ ....... !ti .... ~0 .. 1 t'-~·-·-· ~•.•.• ... ·······~· Lt .. t .. •. ·····-· t.••• •••• ·\···· ,,,,.,_ ....... ,~ .~-1 .... 44,., ......... ··-· •• 1. ... ·~-.. .. ..... •#•~-··i .... · .. ............... 1 ,".,J•,.1.•· .. ····~-
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Musical pause for a cauSe: ariimal aid 
by Andrew Goetz 
staff reporter .· 
The music industry has its 
latest pause-for-a-cause album. 
Animal Liberation comes from 
the American social action 
group People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals (PETA). 
Animal Liberation is a com-
pilation album of nine songs, 
some previously released. Inter-
spersed between the songs are 
five short "musicless" ·tracks. 
The first one carries the album's 
central theme - "Animals are 
not ours to eat, wear or experi-
ment on" - in 11 different 
language5. 
The most riveting of these 
tracks is also, thankfully, the 
shortest. It is dialogue taken 
from stolen lab video tapes 
from the University of Pennsyl-
vania Head Injury Clinic, where 
unanaesthetized baboons "were 
terrorized not only by the bar-
baric nature of the experiments 
but also the experimenters 
themselves:' Anyone who has 
ever owned a pet, dreamed 
r-------~, 
s59s! 
I 
Get a large 16" I 
cheese plzza with 1 one topping of your 1 choice for Just · · 
$5.95. I 
396·7400 
3915 Montgomery· Rd. 
Expll'es: . 
December 1, 19117 · 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
an. coupon ..., I 
pl1u. Llmlt9cl .• ......,,. I 
.. ._,••·our ..a& , drlvara carry.... ...._. L 111an ao.oo. . · · ..... · ..J 
: $ __ 5 ___ 9·.--15-. : 
I .. I 
I · . I 
1 Get a large 16" 1 
.1 cheese plzza with I 
• • one topping of your I 
I· choice for Just .·· I · 
I $5~95. ·. I. 
·I ·1. 
I· 396-7400 I 
· I 3915, Montgomery Rd. I 
J · · · · .. · . Explre11:/. . . I 
:I . December 1, 1987 · I , 
:a~•==·d ·~~L~~.;.;;.i;;,;;;;.;;;·.-;·;.-.--.;.;·;J. 
about owing a pet, or knew 
someone who owned a pet can'.' 
not help bitt be moved and 
sickened by this sample. 
No, Animal Liberation is not 
a record for the weak. It is a 
record full of propaganda -
not necessarily bad, but very 
potent and thought-provoking. 
An example is the poster /lyric 
sheet which accompanies the al-
bum. Inside is a color photo of 
a beagle, alive and so badly 
burned from an experiment that 
some of its insides are out. The 
poster bears the caption "Imag-
ine having your body left to 
science while you're still in it:' 
It works. 
I cannot figure out for the 
life of me why the producers 
let the song ''Don't Kill The 
Animals:' a rap/pop duet by 
Nina Hagen and Lene Lovich, 
begin side one. ''Don't Kill The 
Animals" is by far the worst 
song on the album. 
Hagen and Lovich apparently 
feel that we all need a spiritual 
re-evaluation, and they have 
some "super friends from outer 
space" whom they feel can 
guide us. It's a full-blown, 
gonzo whopper of a mockery, 
and it's too bad. The issue is 
important, the propaganda 
works, and this song makes a 
mockery of it all. 
The rest of the album is co-
hesive enough, with high points 
including Colour Field's black 
humor and dark tongue-in-
cheek lyrics from "Cruel Cir-
cus:" "Fur coats on ugly peo-
ple/Expensively dressed up to 
kill . . . . If you could talk to the 
animals/Could you justify your 
reasons7 . . . . Isn't it enough to 
eat them7" 
The best song is Howard 
Jones' "Assault And Battery:' an 
;:tnti-meat /pro-vegetarian tune 
whose most potent image is the 
chorus: "Children's stories with 
Send this 
their farmyard favorites/At the 
table in a different disguise:' 
The rest of Animal Liberation 
contains songs from Shriekback, 
Luc Van Acker, Attrition, Chris 
and Cosey, and a solo song 
from our favorite martian, Lene 
Lovich. (No, this one isn't any 
good either, but at least it's got 
a melody.) 
H you're into the New Wave 
pop scene, you might like Ani-
mal Liberation. My warning 
stands firm, though: the music 
is there to promote the cause. 
If you don't want to face the 
cause, don't buy ·the album. 
Founders Club appliattion to the 
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum 
tajay or call 781-ROCK ·· 
or stop bY any Ticketron loollion. 
•··-·------------------·-.--·-I ... 1· Founders will receive a numhered. limited-edition framahle certifkate and will he recognized m; a Founder at the Museum. I· 
(Please print.) 
I I I ~ I 
· 1 AllllRF.SS I 
I CITY SHl'E Zll' l'l)(l~E I· Check box next to sele<.1ed Founders t:ategory, 
I D SIS Student D S2S Individual D s_so Family D swo Gold D SNt Platinum 01100 Multiplatinum 0 Additional I Donation S AMOUNT ENCLOSED S _____ _ 1. Send check, money order or credit card-infonnation. Do not send m~h. ·. I 
I MasterCard D VISA D Card Numher ·' I 
I SIGNATllRF. EXl'IRATIO~ DATE I 
I I
. 
Mail lo: 
I ROCKAND··ROLL I' 
I d. ,, •.. I HaU of Fame an Museum, inc. . 
·· 1 . P.O. B~ 94777 • Cleve/an~, Ohio 44101-0777 · ·· · ·.·· · 
· •. ·. · 1. . ·· ·. . Call 781-ROCK ors/oh IJy _tmy 1:i~ketron k>catiorz. · . ~ . . . 1. . 
.... ·- ·-----·------·-).···-···-··------l-illf-··\ '::· 
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All announcements must be 
sent to The Xavier Newswire 
office in BrocJcman Hall by Fri-
day at 3 p.m. Please direct 
man to Kimberly Grote, editor, 
Calendar. Also include name 
and phone number. 
October 
28A Test Taking Skills Workshop will be pre-sented by Dr. Norman 
J. Barry, Jr., on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 1:30 p.m., 104 Sy-
camore House. Anyone who is 
working hard and would like to 
do better is welcome to attend. 
For more information, call the 
Psychological Services Center at 
745-3531. 
29The English Club is sponsoring a presenta-. · · · tion ·by Carole ·Distler, 
7 p.m., in· the Hearth Room, 
University Center. The presenta-
tion is on Victoria Woodhull 
who was known as ''Mrs. Sa- . 
tan:' Woodhull was also the 
first woman to run for the of-
fice of the President of the 
United States. 
29·. Choose from 50,000 used hardcover and paperback books, rec-
ords and magazines in over 50 
categories at Cincinnati's Bran-
deis Used Book Sale, Thursday 
through Sunday .. Opening day, 
EVENING 
STUDY 
PLACE 
Good Grades In Your Future! 
fb>m For Group And 
Individual Study! 
Sunday-Thursday 
-· 1o:oopm-1:00am 
Ground· Floor, CSA· Building 
TRY A Lfll'LE 
E.S.P. TONIGH'l'.I · 
The· Xavier Newswire 
Thursday, 1-9 p.m., requires a 
$4 donation. All other dates, 
Friday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Satur-
day, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., and Sun-
day, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., are free. 
November 
The sale will be at the Mont-
gomery Business Club, located 
at the end of a small road at 
7777 Sycamore, in the Montgo-
mery business area between 
Cooper and Remington roads. 
For more information, call 489-
1 The 5 p.m. Bellarm.· in. e. lit-urgy will have a. new time beginning today. The after-
noon student-planned liturgy 
will. now be at 4:30 p.m. Hope 
to see you there I · 
8746. -· 
30Have a frightfully . good time at the Hal-loween Bash, 9 p.m.-1 
a.m., sponsored by Residence 
Hall Council, Commuter Couft-
cil and SAC. The theme of the 
dance is "Come as your favorite 
dead ... 11" and will feature 
l There will be a SMAX (Student Ministries at Xav-ier) meeting at 7 p.m. in 
the Hearth Room. The meeting 
will give interested students the 
chance to meet one another. 
Dire Wolf, a band specializing 
in Grateful Dead music. There 
will be a ·costume contest with 
prizes being awarded for the 
scariest, best Deadhead, original 
individual and original group · 
costumes. 
2-Tune into the Community . Affairs Forum, 10 a.m., on WVXU - 91.7 FM, for "A 
Step Toward Peace in Northern 
Ireland;' featuring Fr. Kerry 
Waterstone, Anglican Irish coor-
dinator of the Ulster Project. 
2 6Register Monday - . · or Tuesday, on the Mall or. outside the 
cafeteria, for the Greek God/ 
Goddess Benefit Competition 
co-sponsored by Theta Phi AI-
30Remember the ·fun of pha and SAC. The competition · Halloween trick-or- will run all week with the win-treating7 Don't miss ning god and· goddess being 
outl Young kids from local ele- · . crowned at a Toga Party on 
mentary schools will be trick- Friday, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m., at the 
or-treating through the dorms Armory. All proceeds· donated 
from 4-6 p.m. Get out your ee- to Glenmary Missions. 
rie records, pumpkins and cos-
tumes to join in the fun. Don't · 4Veg-out .with .Earthbread, 6 
forget to buy candy to give · p.m., at the Dorothy Day 
out, and if there's any left, you House followed by an 
can eat it all! Scary thought! Earthbread meeting, 7 p.m., to 
Sugar 'n' ·Spice Restaun1nt 
OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. • 3 P.M. 
Daily Luncheon Specials 
Including Vegetables 
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes, 
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches, 
•• ·~.' • .• ,•. t ' .. 
homemade cheesecake, 
and much, much morel 
A Cincinnati tradition since, ,1941 
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway 
· Across from Natorp's 
Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award. 
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices! 
242·3521 
........ ~ ... 
............ 1'11 .... 
PUT YOUR· 
COLLEGE DEGREE 
TO WORK. 
Air Force Officer Training School 
is an excellent start to a 
chollen~ing career as on Air 
Force O f icer. We offer great 
starting pay, medical care, 30 
days of vocation with pay each 
year and management 
opportunities. Contact an 
Air Force recruiter. Find out what 
Officer Training School con mean 
for you: Call · 
1-800.;;423-USAF .TOLL FREE 
-AIR-~ 
. -FOitCE · .. . . . . 
'.• ... 
.. _,., 
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~' . .. . . 
plan events for Harvest Week 
1987: "In God's Country:' All. 
are invited to at~end. 
4
The University of Cincin-
nati Student Chapter. of 
the American Marketing 
Association is presenting a 
Marketing Careers Forum on 
Wednesday, 7 p.m., in the 
Great Hall, Tangeman Univer-
sity Center at the University of 
Cincinnati. Representatives ·from 
the fields of sales, advertising, 
product management, market 
research and retailing will be 
present at the forum open to all 
students. Professional dress is 
requested. For more infOrmation 
or directions, call 825-2134. 
4
Dr. Henry J; Heimlich will 
speak on "Patriots for 
Peace" at 11:30 a.m. and 
12:30 p.m. in the Kelly 
Auditorium. ·· 
6There will be an Amnesty International· meeting, 1:30 . p.m., at Dorothy Day 
House. 
6-8Take the rural · . plunge and learn about food and 
farm issues firsthand and work 
at the ''Popcorn Harvest" Week-
end, sponsored by Programs in 
Peace and Justice. Volunteers 
will leave 2 p;m. _Friday and re-
turn by 5 p.m. Sunday. Pre-
register by Tuesday, Nov. 3, by 
calling . 7~3046; Cost is $5. 
. :.:.... ·/ 
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Wednesday, October 28, 1987 
Miscellaneous· 
Challenge your mind! 
College. Bowl has been post-
poned until Nov. 21. Registra-
tion for participants is still 
going on at the Information 
Desk in the· University Center. 
Correction 
The Xavier Newswire re-
grets inaccuracies which ap-
peared in the article "Xa~er 
heJps out Peaslee" in the, .. 
Oct. 21 issue. The article 
misspelled the names of Pat 
Clifford, coordinator of St . 
Vincent DePaul; MiMi 
Chamberlin, associate direc-
tor of Xavier's Programs in 
Peace and Justice; and Xav-
ier. student Emma Fernandez 
w. The correct phone. num-
ber ·for Dorothy· Day ,Hciuse•·. 
is 745-'3046. :·The 'photo• cut~· 
line incorrectly described ' ' 
Emma Fernandez W. as fin-
gerpainting With ·the ·children, . 
but they are· actually playing 
a counting game. 
.••." ·. 
XAVIER STUDENTS 
NEED$$$ FOR: TUITION,·. 
BOOKS, CLOTHES, CARS,.·FUN 
OR JUST PLAIN SURVIVAL? 
THEN JOIN THE WINNING.TEAM AT 
BURGER 
KING 
Part-time and full~time positions open. ·Excellent money-
making opportunities. We train you. Advancement . to· a 
part-time/full-time manager while at school can lead to ad~ ·· 
ditional earnings. 
CHECK US OUTf CALL: , 
731-KING OR 821-KING OR 
Come to either of the stores below with a friend ancl get a 
free Whopper. · : ' : ·· . 
Only 8 Minutes from: Campi.ls . ·· · ... · . 
- - -·-·- - -·-------··,-· 
~ 
BURGER 
KING 
~-
Buy one WHOPPER9 
_ ==~· get ~other 
'•',' ·?. :: 
